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 B20

Get the same performance while reducing emissions.



2  Available now, up to 13% carbon reduction, low cost, low risk

B stands for biofuel and 20 is for the percentage of biofuel per litre. B20 is a 
common biofuel blend which consists of up to 20% biodiesel and 80% *mineral 
diesel. 
 
B20 is increasingly popular with fuel retailers and fleets worldwide, representing a 
good balance of cost, emissions reduction, cold-weather performance, and 
materials compatibility. 
 
B20’s is a typical blend for normal use in conventional diesel engines.

The benefits of Inver B20

Sustainable – delivering up to 13% less GHG emissions
Reliable – delivering the same performance as regular diesel
Available – it can be ordered now, for use in your vehicles tomorrow
Affordable – competitively priced with regular diesel

Reduce your transport greenhouse gas emissions
by up to 13% with Inver B20 today! 

*mineral diesel - Petroleum derived fuel oil suitable for diesel engines
*regular diesel (B7) - Sold at the forecourt blend of a mineral diesel and biofuel with the 
biofuel element making up no more than 7% of the product, thus the title ‘B7’ which is 
displayed on the pumps.

Inver B20
Introducing Inver B20

B20



Availability

B20 is available now and can be delivered to your location by Inver Energy the same way
as your regular bunkered road fuel. B20 can be ordered with your usual Inver representative.
 
B20 is a safe, easy to handle liquid fuel that requires no additional training or safety
compliance above regular diesel and is suitable for most modern diesel vehicles. We do
recommend that you confirm this with your dealer or manufacturer in advance.

 Inver B20
Give your business the B20 advantage
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Biodiesel reduces carbon emissions
and promotes a sustainable future. 

Maximise Carbon Savings

As part of the Greenergy Group, we aim to achieve at least 70% carbon saving from our 
biofuels. This is significantly above the level required under the EU Renewable Energy 
Directive and is a highly ambitious target. 

Same performance, reduced emissions.B20

Sustainability

We obtain verifiable evidence on the origin and sustainability impact of every litre of biofuel
we blend into our fuel, to demonstrate compliance with the EU Renewable Energy Directive.  

As part of the Greenergy Group, we also benefit from the experience that has seen
Greenergy become an industry leader in the development of biofuel sustainability and
traceability standards since 2007.  



 B20 Pricing
Premium biofuel at competitive prices
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Inver B20 - The most affordable pathway to lower carbon
transport. Due to increased global demand for lower
carbon fuels, biofuels trade at a premium to mineral fuels.
However, Inver Energy source the highest quality biofuels
in large volumes to get the best quality at the best price. 

Inver B20 is:

         Priced relative to the same index as regular diesel
         Contact Inver Energy at salesireland@greenergy.com for a quote
         The mineral diesel proportion is lower, subject
         to a lower carbon tax
         Little or no financial capital required for infrastructure
         Little or no additional cost for your vehicles

Simple steps to becoming an
environmental champion

          Confirm with your vehicle OEM or main dealer that
          your vehicle is suitable for B20
          Contact Inver Energy at salesireland@greenergy.com
          to obtain pricing
          Repurpose an existing tank or source a new tank for
          B20 in your facility in consultation with Inver 
          Place your order, either by email or phone
          Receive your delivery
          Refuel your vehicle and reduce your carbon emissions
          by up to 13%

 Available now, up to 13% carbon reduction, low cost, low riskB20



Is B20 safe to put in my engine?

Yes, for most vehicles, using Inver B20 requires no engine modification but achieves 
significant performance, emissions and aesthetic benefits. Biodiesel has been tested by 
governmental agencies, universities, transit authorities and private industry in the U.S, 
Canada, and Europe. Biodiesel is also recognized as an alternative fuel by the Department 
of Energy and the Environmental Protection Agency. 

Inver B20 technical performance

Inver B20 delivers technical performance in line with regular diesel. Most people find it 
difficult to distinguish between the two fuels, although some notice the diesel exhaust 
lightening in colour due to the reduced emissions. B20 can be used in existing engines and 
fuel injection equipment with little impact on the operating performance. In more than 30 
million miles of in-field demonstrations, B20 has produced similar fuel consumption, 
horsepower, torque and haulage rates as regular diesel fuel. Biodiesel also has a superior 
lubricity, which helps prevent engine wear. It has a higher cetane number than U.S. diesel 
fuel, which classifies B20 as a premium grade fuel.

Inver B20 Technical Information
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What Manufacturers support the use of Inver B20?

Most of the leading manufacturers, including Scania, DAF, Volvo etc. support the use of 
higher than normal biodiesel blends. Inver B20 should operate without issue in most, if not 
all, diesel vehicles. Please contact your dealer for further information. 

Storage of B20 onsite

https://afdc.energy.gov/files/u/publication/biodiesel_handling_use_guide.pdf
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Independent Quality
Assured Testing 

 
 

Tested by independent
surveyors and laboratories
to insure quality assurance.  

 

Our Fuel Quality 
Laboratory tested and independently assured

 

Quality Tested 

Tested for quality assurance prior
to receipt from the oil tanker
at Inver’s import terminals and
samples from each individual
cargo are retained. 

Independently Surveyed

Checked by independent
surveyors for quality assurance
at the loading refinery and at
Inver’s import terminals.
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Inver fuels are supplied directly
from our co-owned terminal
in Foynes, Limerick. 

 

Supplied directly to your facility

Quality Fuel Programme 

Our Quality Assured
Fuels programme gives our
customers the assurance that
fuels supplied by Inver meet
national and European fuel
standards and have complete
traceability from the point of
manufacture to our customers.
  
 

 Tested by a certified laboratory
at the refinery of origin prior
to loading the oil tanker.

Lab Certified

Certified Quality

Provided with Certificates
of Quality for each individual
cargo showing that the
fuels meet EU and Irish
specifications.  

Inver - Controlled Delivery

 Available now, up to 13% carbon reduction, low cost, low riskB20
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Inver Commercial Business
Meeting all your fuel requirements

Marine

Inver Marine delivers a full range of marine fuels to any port in the Republic of Ireland, 
Northern Ireland and the UK. Truck and ex-pipe delivery options are available.

Fuel options include 0.5% RMG 380, high sulphur RMG 380, and 0.1% MGO. All our marine 
fuels meet ISO 8217 and comply with Marpol regulations.

We are a member of The International Bunker Industry Association and are registered with 
the government as an official marine fuel supplier.

As a major fuel importer we can offer better prices directly to distributors.  Quality Assured 
fuels with guaranteed traceability from refinery to our customers tanks.  We can deliver 
direct to your depot or you can load from our terminal.

We offer a variety of pricing options, including our innovative live pricing.  Easy fuel 
ordering and we have dedicated, knowledgeable and local staff to provide exemplary 
customer support. 

Industrial and Commercial

We supply a wide range of Quality Assured fuel 
products for every type of industrial and large 
commercial operation.

We understand industrial and commercial fuel 
applications and provide fuel solutions that keep 
our customers competitive.

We offer competitive pricing options, including 
fixed pricing. Reliable fuel delivery direct from our 
important terminal. Local staff that offer excellent 
fuel knowledge and expertise.

Distributors
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Inver - Our Story
Supplying fuels in Ireland since 1984

Inver has been supplying fuels in Ireland 
for over 36 years. Inver derives its name 
from the Gaelic word for “estuary” or 
“mouth of the river”. 

Our name reflects our roots, the inception  
of our business on the Shannon estuary 
and the location of our co-owned  
state-of-the art terminal in Foynes.

Moving Ahead

Our story began in 1984 with the purchase 
of a small fuel distribution company in 
Foynes, Co. Limerick on the Shannon 
Estuary. Today we are a leading importer 
of fuel products supplying a wide range of 
customers from local forecourts to large 
industrial businesses. 

In 2012, the Inver Retail brand was estab-
lished and has become a national fore-
court network with 60 stations around 
Ireland and continuing to expand.

We have grown from a local supplier of 
fuel oil to a national supplier of a full 
range of fuel products selling over 700 
million litres annually. Our business has 
also grown in the UK fuels market and in 
2017, Greenergy International Limited 
acquired Inver Energy Limited. Greenergy 
is the UK’s leading supplier of road fuel 
and is growing internationally.
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Tel: +353 (0) 21 439 6950 email: salesireland@greenergy.com www.inverenergy.ieRiver House, Blackpool Business Park, Blackpool, Cork T23 R5TF

Contact us today!

Rory Brislane
Senior Sales Manager
+ 353 (0)87 265 4864
rory.brislane@greenergy.com

Daniel Fitzpatrick
Commercial Director, Ireland
+353 (0)87 997 4093
daniel.fitzpatrick@greenergy.com

Area Sales Manager
+353 (0)87 679 7798
barry.coll@greenergy.com

Barry Coll


